BEFORE AND AFTER
“The retouching is excessive. I do not look like that and more importantly I don't desire to look like that.

I actually have a Polaroid that the photographer gave me on the day of the shoot… I can tell you they've reduced the size of my legs by about a third. For my money it looks pretty good the way it was taken.”
“When I suddenly went back to the unedited layer, it looked so wrong and kinda gross. It made me extra aware of how skewed my perception was after looking at the edited ones for a while.”

This kit acts as:
- eyeliner
- eyeshadow
- mascara
- eyebrow filler
- eye whitener
- colored contacts
- lipstick
- concealer
- foundation
- skin contouring
- pore minimizer
- hair dye
- plastic surgery
  - eye enlarger
  - nose job
  - face-lift

All-in-One Beauty

Immortalize your beauty

No one will ever know... as long as you never let anyone see you in person again.
“Wanna know my secret? … I swapped my bather bottoms to black (cause they're a size bigger & black is slimming), Smothered on some fake tan, clipped in my hair extensions, stood up a bit taller, sucked in my guts, popped my hip- threw in a skinny arm, stood a bit wider, pulled my shoulders back and added a bit of a cheeky/I’ m so proud of my results smile. Zoomed in on the before pic- zoomed out on the after & added a filter…

What's my point? Don't be deceived by what you see in magazines & on Instagram. You never see the dozens of other pics they took that weren't as flattering.”
“Girls understand that the images on television and in magazines are manipulated, and for some this understanding seems to lead to an expectation that they can (or should) be doing the same.”
Connie Morrison, Who Do They Think They Are?